
Internal hemorrhoids are in
the rectum and not visible
from the outside, external
hemorrhoids are within the
anus and are visible. 

When a hemorrhoid is
bleeding, its active and
inactive when not bleeding.

HEMORRHOIDS
What you need to know & what to do about it.

WHAT ARE HEMORRHOIDS?

TYPES OF HEMORRHOIDS

Hemorrhoids are swollen
veins of the lower rectum

and anus. 
 

They are essentially
varicose veins of the

butthole. 

Hemorrhoids are described by
their location and whether
they are bleeding or not.

INTERNAL EXTERNAL ACTIVE
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INACTIVE



Pain with pooping
Bleeding with pooping
Difficulty fulling emptying your
bowel
Feeling or seeing something
protruding out of your anus

Hemorrhoids are the most common diagnosis in pregnancy and postpartum. Up to
44% of individuals get them. 
This is because there is a large amount of pressure associated with being pregnant
and pushing a kid out. This combined with the increase in blood and relaxin loosening
connective tissue is a perfect formula for hemorrhoids. 

 

WHAT ARE THE SIGNS &
SYMPTOMS OF HEMORRHOIDS?

HOW COMMON ARE
HEMORRHOIDS AND WHY?

THREE THINGS TO DO ABOUT IT

1) Help your poop come out without pushing
One of the number one reasons hemorrhoids can’t heal is constipation. The pressure it takes to push
a hard poop out aggravates hemorrhoids. 
Hormonally, you err toward constipation during pregnancy and while chestfeeding. Fiber,
magnesium supplements (consult a doctor first), hydration and exercise can all help soften your
stool. 
A squatty potty or putting your feet on something while pooping helps poop come out by
optimizing the exit angle. 
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2) Relax and release your 
pelvic floor 

A tight pelvic floor can contribute to
constipation and pull on the stretched
tissue where the hemorrhoid is.
The easiest way to relax your pelvic
floor is to breathe into it. Focus on your
inhale (breath in) and direct your air
downward. Think about filling the bowl
of your pelvis. 
Direct massage to your pelvic floor
either internal or external can be very
effective too. Typically people are taught
how to do this by a pelvic physical
therapist.
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3) Use a hemorrhoid cream 
There are many hemorrhoid creams
with varying ingredients for different
purposes. 
Consult a doctor before use if you are
pregnant.

 

NEED SOME SUPPORT?
You're not alone! Check out our
in-person and virtual options at
jennyputtpt.com.


